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2.For a look at the various buttons on your speaker, view the graph below

Mount

3.
Charging: When charging, an red LED light will illuminate.
The red light will turn off when your unit is fully charged.

Ac Adapter
Usb Cables

AUX Cables
4.Pairing a Single speaker with Bluetooth Device

Pairing your first device
When you turn LifeJacket 3 on for the first time, it automatically
goes into pairing mode and flash its Bluetooth LED while
searching for a Bluetooth source device to pair with.
Pairing additional devices
Press “ and - ”Buttons at same time. LifeJacket 3 will enter
pairing mode, and flash its B luetooth LED while searching for
another device. Once the device is paired with, LifeJacket 3
sound to confirm pairing and the Bluetooth
LED will remain solid Blue.

Power on/off..................................... Hold
2 seconds
Play/Pause................................... ..Press
Volume Up/Down.............................Press + or Pairing mode/Disconnect device.......Press and Answer/End call.............................. Press
Stereo Plus Pairing ........................ Press + and Factory Reset ................................ Hold + and - for 5 seconds
Voice Control ................................... Press 2 times
5.Pair the Speaker Using NFC
With Near Field Communication(NFC),you
can easily pair and connect your speaker
to your compatible device.Just hold your NFC
enabled device directly against the wireless
check in spot on your speaker.

Indicator

NOTE:
water to maintain proper long term performance of your product

Power on your speaker.Go to the
Bluetooth Manager of your Bluetooth
device.Search Bluetooth devices and
select “ Lifejacket 3” to start
connecting

Using the Mount: The included mounting bracket allows you to attach your
speaker to cylinder shaped surfaces such as the handle bars of a bicycle or ATV, or
the rails on a yacht. This bracket comes unassembled. To use it, first attach the
pieces as shown below. Next connect your speaker by screwing it into your
speaker’s tripod mount, and then attach the bracket to a suitable surface. Use the
included wrench to help you loosen or tighten when necessary.

or
7.You can also use the included 3.5mm Auxiliary Cable
to connect audio devices through AUX In port on
your speaker.

6.Stereo Plus Pairing
Stereo Plus Pairing allows you to connect two LifeJacker 3's
together for bigger sound.
You can use Stereo Plus Pairing to pair two LifeJacket 3's without
the app: With two LifeJacker 3's turned on and one already paired
to your device and playing music, press the + and - buttons
on the speaker that is playing music. Then quickly
press the + and - buttons on the speaker that you want to add.

+and -

+and-

The connected two speakers will play the same music from
the same device.
NOTE: You can use Stereo Plus Pairing to pair the
LifeJacker 3 with any other Altec Lansing Bluetooth
speaker that also has the Stereo Plus Pairing feature.

Technical Support
For technical support issues please visit our website at www.alteclansing.com.
You can find manuals, software and FAQ’s at the website. Can’t find what you
are looking for? Call 1-855-292-4087 to access our technical support
information on the phone.
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